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"Clones," Codes, and Conflicts of Interest in Cartooning:
Cartoonists and Editors Look at Ethics

For years, many of journalists' ethical principles (e.g., disaffiliation or refusing privilege to preclude conflicts of interest)
were
regarded merely as conventions consistent with the institutional,
adversary
role of the press.

Recent discussion of ethics, however, has become more

comprehensive, treating journalists' individual moral development and
beliefs,1 and the importance of ethics to journalism's professionalization.2

Concomitant with increased concern with ethics3 has been what Merrill

calls "proliferating" codification of guidelines 4
over the last 10-15
years, as news organizations and professional associations have drawn
up or

revised codes of ethics.5

But despite the flurry of activity and atten-

tion, not a31 editorial staffers are covered by the codes. Editorial
or
political cartoonists are such a group; professional cartoonist
associa-

tions exist, but lack formal ethics 0106BS.
This study Surveys cartoonists' beliefs on issues of journalism ethics

and, because disagreement on these matters could impact workplace
harmony,
contrasts them with editorial page editors' beliefs.

Analyses then explore

whether these beliefs might reflect basic principles held by the cartoonists, or might instead be related to demographic variables6 such as
age, experience, or religious or political identification.

Earlier studies found that cartoonists and editors have incongruent
views of the cartoonist's purpose or function, and disagree on job
autonomy

factors or decision-making arrangements, on what makes "good" cartoons,
on
social and political issues, and on "limits of taste" or appropriateness in
editorial cartooning.7

Would there be similar disagreement on ethical questions?

Consider

for a moment the argument that journalists have only limited opportunity
to

1

3

draw from a limited repertoire of ethical principles,
because of profes-

sionalism. Journalists'"moral prerogatives are preempted by how they
work, how they are trained and educated, how
they perceive their very
identity as professionals"; professional norms deny the
reporter the oppor-

tunity "to make ethical choices."8

(13.g., beating the competition is an

end that precludes concern cver the means employed.)

Not everyone is willing to accept fully the
argument that such a
dysfunction exists, or that socialization into the
journalism profession is

such an effective reeducation process that it effectively diminishes
or
dominates one's pre-professional repertoire of ethical principles.

Nonetheless, the editorial artist is undoubtedly less
encumbered by
the constraints of news professionalism and might
view ethical issues
differently than staff counterparts, including editors,
more socialized in
the ways of the (news) profession.

In fact, while the demcgraphic factors (e.g., age, experience,
religious or family upbringing) identified by Endres8 and
Gray and Wilhoitl°

as influencing journalists' ethical development would
apply also to the

cartoonist's repertoire, two others (i.e., discussing
ethical problems
"with perscos performing the same kind of work
as themselves," and observa-

tion and role modeling of those persons' ethical
behavior) 11 would likely
be inoperative "social forces" for the lone
editorial cartoonist one finds

working in comparative isolatico6

The artists are spared many ethical dilemmas (story
fabrication,
reliance upon unnamed sources, etc.) reporters face,
and which receive
critical attention.

However, cartoonists face another ethical problem that

sets.them apart from their printed-word counterparts:
the Copying of styles

or ideas.
Writers, admittedly, must deal with plagiarism,
and major ethics codes
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condemn it, but demonstrating story authorship is easier than establishing
rights to the exaggerated feature CT caricature, CT to a stylized treatment

of an issue addressed simultaneously by 200+ cther editorial cartoonists.

While outright copying is rare, "there is a lot of imitation-is-the-

sincerest-form-of-flattery," or "cloning fl12 (with successful, prominent

cartoonists the most likely victims), though imitators would prefer the
practice be called "emulation of style" or "adaptation of ide.ims."
This study examined cartoonist-editorial page editor differences on

both traditional ethical issues (e.g., conflicts of interest), and this

special, style-related concern of editorial cartoonists.13 Based on the
foregoing discussion, we anticipated that:
1.

Editors and cartoonists both would condemn "cloning" or copying,

reflecting an ethical principle transcending journalism or art.
2.

Editors and cartoonists wculd disagree on ethical concerns such as

conflicts of interest, "freebies," or affording preferred, privileged stat-

us to prominent advertisers.

Here, the professional socialization of

editors as journalists would be most pronounced, with editors more likely

to reflect the news profession's traditional, absolutist view that newspeople must avoid even appearances of poteniial conflicts of interest.
3.

Editors and cartoonists would disagree on who should make publica-

tion decisions when ethical questions arise. Previous research has shown
artist-editor disagreement on decision making, with editors endorsing their
own decision-making autonomy.
Method

In late 1985, mail questionnaires were completed by 117 (65%) of 180

editorial cartoonists, primarily those identified In Editor & Publisher
Yearbook.14 Questionnaires were completed by 93 (55%) of the cartoonists'
170 editorial page editors (several papers claim multiple cartoonists, and
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several cartoonists work entirely through
syndicates),

Five-point Likert-type, "Strongly Agree"/"Strongly
Disagree" items
measured the samples' agreement with statements
on ethical issues, decision
making, and sanctions. Demographic information
was also obtained.

Findings and Discussion

The cartoonist sample is similar (e.g.,
age, political party identifi-

cation) to earlier samples profiled by Best15
and Riffe, et al.16

The

present cartoonist and editor samples are also similar,
with no significant

between-sample differences in percentages
claiming particular political
party or religious identification.17

The cartoonists are significantly

younger (by the Z-test, p(.05) than editorial
page editors (mean ages 43.1

and 49 years, respectively), with nearly
half under 40 years of age and
only 22% of editors in that age category.
On the other hand, the car-

toonists averaged significantly (pK.05)
more years experience cartooning
(13.7 years) than editors did editing
the editorial page (9.4 years).
Cartooning may be one's cccupation for life, but
editing the editorial page
usually follows years of reporting and editing
work.

Table One compares cartoonist and editor
responses, with items grouped
by focus.

Percentages agreeing and mean agreement scores are provided
(the
latter are used in F-test comparisons fcr
between-sample differences).
As anticipated, a majority in both samples
opposed copying of others'

styles or ideas, with cartoonists significantly
more vehement in condemning

use of others' ideas."

The samples differed significantly in assigning

blame for loss of cartoonist originality,
with cartoonists more critical of
employers. Editors were particularly

opposed to the idea that editors

"drive cartoonists to copy" others'
styles, but nearly half agreed that
cartoonists were "sometimes hired because their
style resembles" a "successful cartoonist's." Still, the samples
differed significantly, as eight
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of ten cartoonists agreed that emulating aneher's style could
pay off.

Our second anticipation between-sampe differences on traditional
ethical issues--was supported on five of seven items.

Editors, reflecting

the disaffiliation or disengagement norm, differed significantly from art-

ists in disapproving

the cartocnist's attending corporate-sponsored pro-

fessional conventions; accepting freebies; doing freelance work; CT belonging to advocacy groups.

Editors were also more likely (84% agreed vs. only

46% of cartoonists) to endorse disengagement in event of a cartoonist's
"personal conflict" with news figures.

Cartoonist responses might be interpreted several ways.
ists simply may not recognize these as conflicts of interest.

Some cartoonOr, cartoon-

ists may be confident they can handle whatever a situation brings.

Editors, on the other hand, fear even an appearance of possible conflict of interest.

In short, these responses index differences in the two samples' pro,

fessional ethical socialization, with cartoonists comparatively less socialized in "the rules of the game." (Emphasis on "comparatively° is delib-

erate; after all, on "conventions" and "freebies," the cartoonists also
disapproved, albeit significantly less than did editors.)

But while cartoonists Were significantly less likely to endorse separation of work and "personal conflicts" with news figures, the two samples

agreed that newspaper advertisers are "fair game" for the cartoonist.

Both samples endorsed the idea that editorial cartooning should be
more than venom and vitriol, and should function to "help solve problems of

society"

And while this endorsement of cartoonist social responsiveness

suggests approval of cartoonist advocacy, recall that editors rejected the

idea of cartoonists belonging to special interest or advocacy groups.

Perhaps this difference between principles of the cartoonists and

5
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professional journalists is clearest in the item
on cartoonists' political
neutrality.

Six of-ten editors and 71% of cartoonists agreed
that politi-

cal party membership sometimes influences
a cartoonist's cartoon treatment
ct opposing parties. Recall the cartoonists'
endorsement of membership in

special interest groups. Presumably, such
membership would also affect
editorial cartccn content.
It is precisely this sort of motivation that drove
the first political

cartoonists to take up pen and ink.19
As one cartoonist wrote, he is no "empyrean observer
with Aristotelian

calm who chooses, after suitable contemplation,
to hurl a wisecrack at the

world. I'm down there getting dirty in the issues
and giving the things I
don't like the benefit of my cyanide lip." 20

One might, in fact, wonder at

these editors' condemning cartoonist commitment
to causes, issues etc.
Arguanly, it is the artist's commitment that makes
a cartoon "work."

And

traditionally, historically, it has been commitment
and concern that make
cartoonists work.21

But however talented aml politically involved the
cartoonist, cartoons

must, in most cases, be fair or tame enough to
gain editor approval. And

as we anticipated, the samples disagreed significantly
on who should make
publication decisions when ethical questions arise.

The cartoonists disagreed that either cartoonist
or editor alone
should make the decision, and 90% endorsed
joint decision-making. But
editors preferred less of a decision-making
role (either alone or with the
editors) for their counterperts. There
was significantly less agreement by

editors that joint decision making was optimal (79% agreed), and
nearly
two-thirds agreed that they alone should make
publication decisions.

Preference among editors for editor autonomy is,
of course, hardly
surprising. The absence of a parallel preference
among cartoonists, how6

8

ever, is surprising.

Only 22% of the cartoonists endorsed cartoonist

autonomy in such decisions.

But while there was clear disagreement on within-organization
decisions about "what's ethical," both samples were equally
uncertain of the

value of either an external "cartoon council" to0 review
published cartoons
or a formal code of cartoon ethics,

and uthether cartoonists would accept

such a code. Codes introduced for discussion at past cartoonist
conventions have gone nowhere.22

But given the absence of a code, how should a newspaper sanction
a

cartoonist who violates the paper's ethical standards?
Neither sample
preferred either of two rather Draconian alternatives,
dismissal or suspension, although nearly a third ct each sample endorsed suspension.

In practice, of course, most cartoonists have little in-print
opportunity to violate a paper's standards, simply because
publication decision

making rests with the editor (as even syndicated cartoonists
have discovered).

A cartoon which wculd violate clearly a paper's legal, ethical

or taste standards is'not published, and the artist is sent, literally,
"back to the drawing board."

All three of our expectations, then, gained a measure of support.

Both samples condemned "cloning" of styles or stealing of ideas, with
artists more concerned about idea integrity. The samples
disagreed on the
influence of superiors' pressure on such practice.

Second, the samples disagreed on respcnses to several potential
conflicts of interest, with editors seemingly advocating for
cartoonists the
non-involvement ethic that guides journalists.

Third, the samples disagreed on decision making, with cartoonists
endorsing joint decision making when ethical questions
arise, and editors
preferrir4 editor autonomy.
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The analysis thus far has focused on between-sample
differences.

But

are all cartoonists'or all editors alike in their views
on these issues?

Are the samples' responses homogeneous enough to
suggest commonly held
principles underlying the responses? Several availeole
demographic variables (age, years experience, political party and religious
identifications)

were introduced to the analysis, in order to examine within-sample
homogeneity.

Table Two details the eight items on which, first, within
-samde
demographic subgroups

differed significantly (e.g., Protestant cartoonists

vs. Catholic cartoonists), and then offers comparison of
those sub-groups
across samples (e.g., Protestant cartoonists vs. Ftotestant editors).13

Among cartoonists, religion was related to belief in need for
an
ethics code, while political affiliation was related
to view on attending
corporate-sponsored conventions, on not criticizing advertisers, and
on the

need to address in cartoons the serious problems facing society.

Age and

years experience (highly correlated amcag cartoonists) were related
to view

on attending conventions, on participation in advocacy groups, on need to

address serious problems, and on preference for having
the editor make
ethical decisions.

Among editors, religion was related to agreement thatsimilarity
of
cartoon style to another's could influence hiring, while political
identi-

fication was related only to belief that cartoonists
would endorse a professional code of ethics.

Editor age was related to agreement that cor-

porate-sponsored conventions should be off-limits for cartoonists, and that

cartoonists should address serious social problems.

(An editor's years

experiente "as editor of the editorial page" was not as highly correlated
with age as cartocning experience for cartoonists.)

In sum then, youth and political

party "Independence," whether in
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cartoonist or editor, tended toward a less traditional, less
orthodox, less
absolute response, in terms of advocacy groups, social problems and attending conventions, and letting the editor make decisions.

But although these individual subgroup contrasts are illuminating,
perhaps more provocative is the fact that for most items, each sample's re-

sponse was homogeneous across demographic sub-groups.

That is, on 13 of

the items, each sample--regardless of internal heterogeneity in
age, years

experience, religion or political identification--responded with "one
voice," as if guided by a single, common principle. On only eight
items
did responses show an influence of that demcgraphic heterogeneity.
Conclusions

Of course, failure by a handful of available demographic variables to
locate significant differences among cartoonists on a non-exhaustive list
of journalism ethical questions does not confirm the existence of an invio-

late ethic within the cartooning profession.

What it does suggest,

however, is that at least some of the cartoonists' responses to particular

items may be due more to some type of underlying principle unique to
cartoonists than to the influence of such factors in ethical socialization
as age and religion.

On the other hand, for several items responses were related to demographic traits that cut across the cartoonist-editor distinctim

Unfor-

tunately, the study permits little more than any tentative conclusions
about the source of either cartoonists' or editors' ethical socialization.

%bat the study has accomplished, however, is a beginning exploration
of the consequences of the two professionals' different socialization
and,

in particular, further insight into the cartoonist's perception of his
place and purpose in the news organization.

Consider the cartoonist torn between an ethical commitment to the

integrity of his own and others' style and
ideas, and what he perceives as
pressure from the organization and the editor, both
at the point of hiring
and in consideration of individual cartoons,
to copy, emulate or "clone" an
Oliphant or MacNelly.

CT consider the conflict of the artist who has
chosen political cartooning in order to "make a difference" on important
issues and concerns of

society, but who senses that those around him
disapprove of his belonging
to organizations or groups that pursue those
ends.

Earlier studies have suggested that the editorial
cartoonist travels
to a different drummer. The possible editor-cartoonist
conflicts that
those studies suggested seem trivial compared to the
implications of several of this study's findings.
The most critical

editor-cartoonist conflict is not likely whether the

cartoonist is seen by his editor as "critic" first
and "artist" second;

nor

having an editor determine which of his
work is seen by the public; nor
being asked to submit seven cartoons weekly instead
of five; nor feeling
"at odds" with the newspaper's political
stance; nor being permitted to
test the boundaries of taste or appropriateness.

The most important conflict, and the
one which may subsume all these,
may be one of ethics, of
different repertoires of response loptions. And
like the journalist's, whose disengagement,
disaffiliation ethic is rooted

historically in the notion of an adversary
purpose for the press, the
political cartoonist's ethic may be rooted in
his own sense of historical

purpose: to use his art in the interest of his commitment.

The cartoonist does not fear attending conventions
intended to influ-

ence his image of a corporate sponsor; his
commitments are elsewhere, and
are firm. He sees no need to avoid
treating in his art those with Whom he

has personal conflicts; his commitments create t_
ise conflicts. And he

10

does not fear that belonging to
interest groups will affect his work; the
interests of those groups are his Work.

A code of ethics?

Unnecessary, for cartoonists.

The single most

important professional ethic for the editorial
cartoonist, commitment,
remains a part of the cartoonist's repertoire.
It has somehow escaped
being lost by too much exposure to
newsroom colleagues whose personal
commitments may have been subordinated
to professionalism.
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TABLE ONE
Differences Between Editorial Cartoonists and Editors
on Questions of Ethics

Cartoonist Editor
mean a
mean
(% agree)

Et<

dif

(% agree)

Styles and Copying: "special" ethical concerns

There is nothing wrong with a cartoonist copying or emulating the style of other cartoonists.

Editors sometimes drive cartoonists to copy the style of
other cartoonists.

3.77

3.71

(11)

(15)

2.83
(49)

3.91

Some cartoonists lose their originality because newspapers
want cartoonists whose work emulates the most successful
cartoonists.

2.36

3.32

(61)

(34)

It is wrong for cartoonists to use other cartoonists' ideas.

1.58

2.43

(83)

(56)

1.78

2.65

(79)

(46)

Cartoonists should not attend conventions for their profession 2.85
that are sponscred by corporate sponsors.
(39)

2.10

A cartoonist's membership in a political party sometimes affects how critical the cartoonist is of an opposing party.

2.15

2.42

MO

OM

If a cartoonist has a personal (not job-related) conflict
with a businessmanmolitician or official, the cartoonist
should take special steps tc avoid doing a cartoon about that
person.

3.00

1.74

(46)

(84)

Cartoonists should refuse to accept "freebies" (free tickets,
special rates, etc.) offered by merchants or corporations.

2.01

1.46

Newspapers and syndicates sometimes hire cartoonists because
their style resembles the work of highly successful cartoonists.

.0000113

(12)

.00001

.00001

.00001

"Freebies" and Conflicts of Interest

cm

.00001

.00001

(89)

Cartoonists should never draw cartoons that criticize a com4.72
pany or an individual who advertises in the newspaper that the (3)
cartoonist wcrks for.

4.80

Cartoonists should not join CT participate in advocacy groups
or causes (environmentalist, gun ownership, etc.).

3.37

2.40

CM

(56)

Cartoonists should not do freelance work fcr commercial
clients.

3.80

2.69

(23)

(45)

17

.0003

(66)

(2)

.00001

.00001

TABLE ONE (continued)

A cartoonist dhould sometimes go beyond criticism and draw
cartoons that help solve problems of society (drug abuse,
sexual abuse of children, etc.).

1.58

1.72

(85)

(42)

When an ethical question arises, the au-toonist alone shculd
decide what cartoons are published.

3.41

4.68

Gm

(6)

When an ethical question arises, the editor alone should dedecide which cartoons are published.

3.76

2.46

(18)

(63)

When an ethical question arises, the cartoonist and editor
working together should decide which cartoons are published.

1.57

1.93

(89)

(79)

Cartoonists need a code of ethics for their profession.

3.01

2.98

(42)

(41)

Cartoonists would never endorse a code of ethics for their
profession.

2.89

3.21

(36)

(24)

It would be helpful if one of the cartonists' proessicnal
organizations monitored and reported on published cartnons
on matters of taste and copying ideas.

3.35

3.19

(33)

(36)

Dismissal is the best punishment for a cartoonist who vio,
lates his newspaper's "ethical standards."

3.65

3.41

(17)

(19)

Temporary suspension is the best punishment for a cartoonist
whc> violates his newspaper's "ethical standards."

3.06

3.20

(35)

(30)

Deciding hbat's Ethical

(approximate n =)

(117)

(93)

a

A five-point scale, with poles labeled "Strongly Agree" and "Strongly
Disagree," was used. The lower the mean, the greater the agreement with
the statement.

Probability associated with between-sample mean difference, by the F-

test.
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.00001

.00001

.02

TABLE TWO
Significant Between- and Within-Samplea Differences on Questions
of Ethics, by Age, Years EXperience,
Political Party Identification
and Religion
Cartoonet
of
mean
diff.c
Styles and Copying: "special" ethical concerns

2

Newspapers and syndicates sometimes hire cartoonists because their style resembles the work
of highly successful cartoonists.
By Religion:
Protestant
Catholic
Nbne

1.78

.00001

Editor

mean
2.65

1.67
2.11
1.72

.05
.05

2.85

.0003

2.10

3.06d
2.47d

.05
.05

2.50(2

3.07°1,

.05

2.15
1.96

.05

1.76
2.64
2.02

2.53c,l

3.36°,e
2.40e

"Freebies" and Conflicts of Interest

Cartoonists should not attend 0onventions for
their profession that are sponsored by corporate
sponsors.
By Age:
< Mean age
> Mean age
By Years EXperience:

By Party:

< Mean years
> Mean years

Democrat
GOP
Independent

Cartoonists should never draw cartoons that
criticize a company or an individual who
advertises in the newspaper that the cartoonist works for.
By Party:
Democrat
GOP
Independent
Cartoonists should not join or participate in
advocacy groups or causes (environmentalist,
gun ownership, etc.).
By Age:
< Mean age
> Mean age
By Years Experience:

< Mean years
> Mean years
(CONTINUED)

19

2.50°

13d

2.68d

.05

4.72

1.90°

4.80

4.64,

437

4.52
4.83

4.96°

4 .88

.

3.37

3.

70

.00001

2.40

.05

2.48
2.35

.05

2.39
2.40

2.83d

367d
d
.
296

TABLE TWO (continued)

A cartoonist should sometimes go beyond criticism and draw cartoons that help solve problems of society (drug abuse, sexual dbuse of
children, etc.).
By Age:
< Mean age
> Mean age
By Years EXperience:

By Party:

1.58

1.72

1.77d
1.21d

2.07d
1.53d

< Mean years
> Mean years

1.78S1

1.27"

1.78
1.52

Democrat
GOP
Independent

1.85d
1.39,
1.27"

2.10
1.50
1.54

DecidingWhat's Ethical
When an ethical question arises, the editor
alone should decide which cartoons are pub-

3.76

.00001

2.46

lished.

By Age:

By Years EXperience:

< Mean age
> Mean age

4.04d
3.30d

.05
.05

2.32
2.53

< Mean years
> Mean years

398d

.05
.05

2.45
2.48

3.45d

Cartoonists need a code of ethics for their
profession.
By Religion:
Protestant
Catholic
No Religion

a

2.98

279d

2.85
3.45
2.82

2.56!
4.00u,e

Cartoonists would never endorse a code of ethics
for their profession.
By Party:
Democrats
GOP
Independents
(approximate n =

3.01

.05

2.89

3.21

3.05

2.84
2.89
)

3.56d
.05

(117)

4.18!
2.80u,e
(93)

Partial analyses were conducted on all items in Table One; however, only

those items for which the control variables (religion, party, age and
experience) produced significant within-sarmale differences are shown.
b 'A

five-point scale, with poles labeled "Strongly Agree" and "Strongly
Disagree," was used. The lower the mean, the greater the
agreement with
the statement.
The overall difference between sample means (underlined) are based on Ftests, as noted and shown in Table One. Between-sub-sample differences
(e.g., Catholic cartoonists vs. Catholic editors) are based on t-tests for
independent samples.

d,e

For each subanalysis,

common superscripts denote significant
18

20

differences within the pjj
based, first, on a significant F in a one way
analysis of variance and, second, on a least significant differences post

hoc test (alpha = .05).
Thus, for the first item, Catholic editors
Tafered significantly from Protestant editors and editors claiming "no
religion."

21

